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News for the Silver Tree Steiner School 

Community 

Dear Parents and Guardians 
 
Congratulations to the Koorrdjenangin’s for the performances of their class play, 
‘Helen of Troy’, it was truly magnificent! It never ceases to amaze me how the children 
shine and develop through their experience of performing the class plays. Very well 
done to Anna in writing such an amazing play for the children! The story of Troy is very 
famous and quite an intricate one and Anna’s feat of writing such a wonderful play 
was outstanding.  Thank you both to Anna and Karolina for the time and effort they 
invested in preparing the children and of course to the children themselves.  
 
Another amazing activity that Steiner Education places importance on is food 
preparation and cooking, especially in the early years of learning. It is interesting to 
note that mainstream education is also looking at the importance of food preparation, 
cooking and what was once the hub of every home – the kitchen. The positive spin-
off from this, apart from promoting better family relationships, is that children are 
learning how to cook. The kitchen is a great place to start developing the skills of 
independent living in your children. Cooking by nature is practical, a lot of fun and you 
get to eat the results of your endeavours! Many children love to cook because it’s 
hands-on, messy and encourages creativity and experimentation. These 
characteristics suit the learning styles of many of our children, particularly those who 
abhor being stuck behind a school desk. Cooking is also a great way to get the children 
talking, because while their hands are busy, their tongues loosen up. Here are some 
ideas guaranteed to get your children into the kitchen, and developing a vast array of 
great skills as well:  
 

 Start young: Children should be able to cook an edible, interesting two course 

meal for the whole family by the time they finish primary school! They are 

perfectly capable of doing this but few can, the key is to start when children 

are young. 

 Start small: If your children are strangers to cooking and preparing meals, 

start by showing them how to make their school lunches, prepare snacks and 

prepare parts of the family meals. Little by little, increase the number of food 

preparation activities until they are familiar with the kitchen, feel comfortable 

with many of the utensils and can read some basic recipes. 

 You help me: Cooking is one of the few activities that parents and kids can do 

together, so try to get a child involved in some way, each time you cook a 

meal. Whether it’s peeling vegetables, pouring water into a pot or stirring 

chocolate sauce in a bowl there are plenty of ways to involve kids with you in 

the kitchen. 

 Give them a purpose: I’ve always found kids will usually do just about 

anything if they see a purpose for what they do. So if your child is a reluctant 

mini-chef, get them cooking for you, their friends or part of a family 

celebration. They will feel good about all the complements they receive. 

 
 
Mid-Term Break 
Friday 3rd June – Monday 6th June 
 
GEM’s Meeting 
Friday 10th June 2pm 
 
School Tour 
Thursday 16th June 
 
PAD Meeting 
Friday 17th June 7pm – 8pm 
 
Early Childhood Winter Festival 
Thursday 23rd June 
 
Primary Winter Festival 
Friday 24th June  
 
Last Day of Term 2 
Friday 1st July   
 
School Holidays 
Monday 4th July – Friday 22nd July  
 
First day of Term 3 
Monday 25th July 
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Administrator cont… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

CALENDAR OF THE SOUL 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
The world I see: 
A frozen, empty, barren wasteland it would be 
Without the work my head and heart and hands can do  
To heal its pain.  
 
All thing must die and then be born anew. 
To help in this great task, that life be not in vain, 
The world needs me.  

_________________________________________________________________________________

NEWS FROM THE CLASSROOM  

_________________________________________________________________________________ 
EARLY CHILDHOOD CHATTER 
Thank you to all the wonderful Kitchen Fairies who turn up regularly and work in the kindergartens. Your help is 
invaluable.  
Spare clothes 
Please ensure they are always in your child’s bag and that they include socks and underwear. Thank you all. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dodgems kindy style. The photo is out of focus as they were all moving so fast! 
 

 Give them a purpose: I’ve always found kids will usually do just about 

anything if they see a purpose for what they do. So if your child is a reluctant 

mini-chef, get them cooking for you, their friends or part of a family 

celebration. They will feel good about all the complements they receive. 

 Let them choose: Kids are more likely to stick to any decision that they have 

had a say in making. It’s about establishing some buy-in. The same principle 

applies to the kitchen. Invite your children to choose a meal to cook, perhaps 

once a week, and be willing to work alongside them to produce a joint 

masterpiece. 

The Kayak Raffle was drawn on the weekend and results are published in this 
newsletter. I would like to thank Kayaks WA and Debbie Targett once again for the 
donation of the prizes and the work Debbie put into organising the raffle for the 
school. It has provided funds for the P&F to use for the school on needed resources. 
 
Blessings on our school and peace upon the earth. 
Mark Panaia 
Administrator 
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Early Childhood Chatter cont… 

Mothers' Group 
Our beautiful Silver Tree Mothers' Group warmly invites you to come along to experience the peaceful and welcoming 
space of our group on Friday morning 9-11 or Friday afternoon 12-2.  Our Mothers' Group is a wonderful, supportive 
place in which you can enjoy your baby's development and connect with caring, supportive friends.  Come and learn 
how to make simple toys for your baby, listen to our discussions on parenting topics and share the joys of your 
parenting journey whilst enjoying the wholesome food included as part of your session.  We'd love you to come along 
and join us!  For more information contact the office on 9295-4787.  
 
This week – photo day! Here is your opportunity to have professional photos taken with your babies at 11am!  
 

KOORRDJENANGIN NEWS 
Koorrdjenangin Play – Helen of Troy 

We were promised a story of light and laughter, joy and romance – but also a story of darkness, of fierce battles, of 
death and sorrow.  And indeed - the Koorrdjenangin performance of Helen of Troy did take us all on this incredible 
rollercoaster journey of emotion.  We all laughed at the hilarity of the 
gorgeous muses, and marvelled at their melodic voices and angelic 
dancing.  We were all transfixed by the beauty of the sassy goddesses 
Aphrodite, Athene and Hera and their scenes of constant quarrelling 
kept us all thoroughly entertained - especially when the hilarious Zeus 
stepped onto the stage!    A hush fell upon the audience when the 
young Paris finally walked out onto the stage – his face so innocent and 
pure, completely unaware of the spell that Aphrodite was about to cast 
upon him.  What a presence the young Paris had on stage! We were 
spellbound as we watched the beautiful Helen fall in love with Paris and 
leave her husband and kingdom.   We sang along with the heartbroken 
Spartans – as they prepared for battle against the Trojans.  And then 
the promised scenes of battle ensured.  The battles were fierce – and 
tense and terribly exciting to watch!    And, echoing the words sung by 
the soldiers, our hearts were indeed breaking, as we watched the ten 
year battle rage upon the stage. 

 
And then - a collective gasp fell upon the audience as we witnessed Odysseus unveiling the 
incredible wooden Trojan horse – and then bravely climbing inside the horse to hide! The 
magic of the entire play was completely defined in that moment and that scene will I’m sure, 
be forever etched in our minds.   

 
The telling of this epic story would not have been possible without the guidance and vision 
of the Koorrdjenangin’s enigmatic teacher Anna, and her talented assistant, Karolina.  From 
the beautifully choreographed dances, to the incredible music score enriched with delightful 
harmonies, and the accompanying instrumental ensembles, the play was a truly heartfelt 
experience.  Those moving scenes of death which were accompanied by the graceful cello 
playing in the background were just stunning! 

Thank you to you both for gifting our children with this incredible story and sharing your 
talent and energy with us all.  The Koorrdjenangin play of Helen of Troy will live on in our hearts forever.  
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Koorrdjenangin News cont… 
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_________________________________________________________________________________

NEWS FROM THE SCHOOL  

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MICHAEL BLUNDELL 
Michael Blundell, Class 4 Assistant, celebrated a milestone 21st birthday on Thursday. He happily 
celebrated with a 21st helium balloon tied to him the whole day and with a delicious birthday cake 
baked by the Light Keepers! 
 

THANK YOU  
Thank you to Michael Whitehorn, Sonya Crowther and Dermot Brennan for saving the marquee 
stage before the second storm! Thank you to Craig for setting up the lighting and to Graham and 
Charles for picking it up from PWS and assembling it. 
 

_________________________________________________________________________________

FROM THE BOARD  

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

On Saturday, during the Silver Tree Board meeting an emergency pull down of the marquee in driving rain and strong 
winds. This photo to record the occasion was taken just before we resumed the meeting and power went out. Thank 
you to Class One for letting us use your room for our meeting. It feels beautiful. 
 
Keith Hutchings, Zac Leithhead, Morgan Yasbincek, Bruce Uchiyama-Lee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_________________________________________________________________________________

ARTICLE 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Teaching the Whole Child: Waldorf Schools and Exemplary Teacher Engagement 

Waldorf schools take an unconventionally nurturing approach to learning, making them a unique approach to 
education. Initially, some viewed the schools as emphasizing play over learning, but now a growing number recognize 
that the Waldorf model supports educational and personal habits which often go overlooked and under-appreciated 
in traditional schooling. 
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Article cont… 
Following from a philosophy that attends to the development of human behavior, Waldorf schools help students learn 
and grow through uniting mind and body. Fashioned by Rudolf Steiner in 1919, the Waldorf education is one that 
focuses on the individual student’s strengths rather than catering to a large group and assuming that all students learn 
in the same way. 

Teachers are the main source of strength in Waldorf schools. With a heavy focus on the importance of hands-on 
experience for their students, rather than standardized testing, Waldorf teachers help their students to explore 
curricula through diverse activities, with plenty of room to customize lesson plans. The fluidity of this approach 
provides extensive engagement that leads to lifelong connections with the material taught, the teachers involved and 
the bigger questions at the heart of each subject. 

According to the Association of Waldorf Schools of North America (AWSNA), Waldorf schools are highly attuned to the 
quest to establish each child’s own level of academic excellence. The International Conference on Education of the 
United Nations Educational and Scientific Cultural Organization endorses the Waldorf method, saying it “places the 
development of the individual child in the focal point, convinced that the healthy individual is a prerequisite for a 
healthy society.” 

With this mindset, Waldorf schools and educators encourage their pupils to truly thrive in a healthy environment 
where their opinions and differences are respected rather than stifled or rejected. 

A distinction of Waldorf teachers is their passion for individuality and commitment to nurturing individual student’s 
mind. This philosophy also deems the relationship between Waldorf teachers and their students very much akin to 
that between mentors and mentees, so that involvement extends beyond the classroom. 

Jeff Moore, a past Waldorf educator at the Mountain Laurel Waldorf School in New Paltz, NY, stuck with his small class 
through the foundational year of first grade all the way until eighth grade graduation. “When somebody asked me 
what Waldorf education was like, part of me always wanted to respond, ‘it’s a lot like that salad of the same name: full 
of fruits, nuts and flakes,’” Moore jokes when asked about his experience. Since he taught the class all of the primary 
subjects (with the exception of foreign languages), he fostered a connection with his students that paved the way for 
lifelong mentorship and mutual respect. “One of the great strengths of Waldorf education is, I feel, its use of story to 
communicate the lesson,” Moore says. He adds, “this is most evident in the earlier years of the pedagogy, when 
Grimm’s Fairy Tales, Aesop’s fables and a variety of legends and mythologies from around the world become a vehicle 
for presenting ideas and concepts in a living way.” 

Moore says his experience at Mountain Laurel is one that cannot be described briefly. The school was powerful for 
him and for his class due to the depths of creativity: “it requires a good deal of creative flexibility on the teacher’s part, 
but the result is seen in the smiles and even the slack-jawed, sometimes awestruck faces of the children during the 
lesson. The material resonates on deep levels. I would need several pages to begin to do justice to my experience at 
the school.” 

The effect of such educators as Moore leaves a significant mark on the future education and life choices on students. 
Remy Baglieri, a Mountain Laurel graduate in 2008 and a former student of Moore’s, has only positive and appreciative 
things to say about Moore and her Waldorf education. “Many people I know have told me they don’t remember their 
elementary school teacher. Luckily, I don’t think myself (or anyone) could forget Jeff Moore as an educator,” Baglieri 
says. “In a Waldorf environment, learning is expected to come naturally, and each pupil is given their own time to 
digest all of the knowledge. Mr. Moore knew this and followed a lesson plan, but would also interweave his love of 
art, stories and personal experiences in every school day. He made learning — dare I say it — enjoyable. He guided us 
in our own understanding on what it means to learn, grow and become thoughtful human beings. I don’t know a man 
that could raise 12 kids for 8 years, but I’m extremely grateful that Jeff stuck it out for that long. I wouldn’t be the 
person I am today if he hadn’t,” she adds. 

Although the Waldorf approach to education has expanded to great lengths, especially in Europe, there are some who 
question the seemingly test-less teaching approach. Because Steiner’s philosophy incorporates the most profound 
understanding of human development, it can be difficult for conventional thinkers to accept the ways in which Waldorf 
directs students away from the standardized testing train that consumes much of K-12 education. However, according  
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Article cont… 

to the AWSNA, a staggering 94 percent of Waldorf graduates attend college, 89 percent expresses great satisfaction 
with career choices, and 90 percent place high value on the importance of tolerance of other viewpoints. 

With bright, capable students and teachers wholly committed to both what occurs in the classroom and after, the 
Waldorf model flourishes. The immense quality of thinking and roundedness that comes from a Waldorf education is 
vital to today’s society. 

By Carol J. Carter Author and student success expert  
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/carol-j-carter/teaching-the-whole-child_b_8703050.html 

_________________________________________________________________________________

P&F NEWS 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

KAYAK RAFFLE 
KAYAK RAFFLE - AND THE WINNER IS....... 

**First prize Purity single kayak -Michelle Sonego from Mardella** 
*Second prize $100 gift voucher for Kayaks WA- Belinda .J from Stoneville* 

 
They have been phoned and pleased with their prizes. They both are friends of friends from the school. The total raffle 
money raised is close to $2500, but awaiting a final count.   
 
Big thanks to Kayla and Karolina in the office for helping out with the raffle ticket logistics and collection. Thank you 
everyone! The money raised is donated to the school p and f. 
 

CRAFT GROUP   
Craft Mornings Monday 8:45-11am Acacia playgroup 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Come and join us for a morning of craft and creativity. This week we will be making matchbox babies. BYO an empty 
match box if you have one. If anyone can collect matchboxes that would be great as we can collect and make more for 
open day stall.  

We need something made for open day or for the kindy so if that interests you we can give you a project.  Otherwise 
you might like to make something from home to donate. 

Anyone interested in helping out with Kids Craft Tent for Open Day, get in quick so you get to do the fun stuff and not 
pack up or parking!! 

 

 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/carol-j-carter
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/carol-j-carter/teaching-the-whole-child_b_8703050.html
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P&F News cont… 

SILVER BLOSSOMS NEWS 
The shop is loaded full of yummy Raw slices:- Peppermint, Salty Caramel, Lemon and Jaffa Slices and Black Forest Bliss 
Balls, so drop in and grab a coffee and slice.  
 
The shop is fully stocked up on health products and cleaning products, sanitary items and body washes! Come in for a 
browse 
 

 Volunteers are still however needed to help assist in the shop serving (either weekly / monthly or to fill in 
when regulars have sick children at home and the shop can’t be opened). 

 Anyone interested in helping unpack the stock when it comes in from time to time? 

 Any cleaning fairies out there who don’t mind doing a little dust / hoover / tidy once in a while 

 Anyone who comes past the shop regularly able to pick up some milk? 

 Wool Ball rollers also needed 
 
Please contact Crystal (Mum to Harmony in Lilly Pilly and Willow in Class 1) in the shop or on the path to let her know 
if you can help with any of the above.  

_________________________________________________________________________________

GEMS NEWS 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

BATTERY COLLECTION PROGRAM 

Desperately seeking your old batteries for the great weigh in. 

Silver Tree is proud to participate in the EMRC’s Battery Collection Program for Schools, which aims to capture batteries 
from the household waste stream, ensuring disposal does not damage our sensitive environment. 

Over 80 schools in Perth's Eastern Region belong to EMRC's Battery Collection Program. Students bring in old 
household batteries, and EMRC coordinates the collection of the batteries so that they can be sent interstate and 
recycled. 

It time for our weigh in and for our batteries to be collected. Please collect used batteries from your home, and your 
friends, family and neighbours and place them in our battery disposal bin (next to the large waste bins behind the 
office) by mid-term break.  

We can all make a difference. Contact Bronwyn Scallan on 0424 570 314 for further information.  

Helpful hints and tips on battery safety 

Place your used batteries inside the black bag in your battery bin. Store used batteries in a cool, dry, well ventilated 
area. If you have any corroding or leaking batteries use a plastic bag to pick up the battery and tie the bag at one end 
before placing it into an old plastic takeaway container, then into the battery bin. Remember your bin is for dry cell 
batteries only - no rubbish or car batteries allowed. 
 

Mobile Muster - bring in your old mobile phones 

We have joined forces with Mobile Muster to offer participating battery collection schools a chance to dispose of old 
mobile phones. To take advantage of this, please let students and parents know that they can bring in their old mobile 
phones, batteries included. You may want to advertise this in your next school newsletter or on your school's website. 

It's important that the mobile phones and accessories are kept separate from the dry cell batteries as they are sent to 
different recycling plants for processing. KEEP MOBILE PARTS IN A SEPARATE BAG OR BOX. When your batteries are 
collected, our battery collector can take the mobile phones as well. 

Also, all mobile phone retailers will now take old phones to be recycled as part of the Mobile Muster program. 
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

COURSES/WORKSHOPS/EVENTS 
___________________________________________________________________________________
DISCLAIMER: The articles, advertisements and community notices in this newsletter are provided as a service to 

the school community. The carrying of an article, advertisement or community notice does not imply endorsement 

by Silver Tree Steiner School.  

PWS HIGH SCHOOL JOURNEY 

 
 

Perth Waldorf High School 

warmly invites you to   

 

The High School Journey and Beyond 
 

6.30pm-8.30pm 

Wednesday, 1st June 2016 

Williams Hall 

Perth Waldorf School 

14 Gwilliam Drive, Bibra Lake 

 

An evening of information and inspiration about the  
PWS High School curriculum journey, tertiary entrance details and reflections, with 

Presentations by Administrator Bruce Uchiyama-Lee  
and our High School Co-ordinator – Mark Phillips, High School staff and past students. 

 
 

Tea, coffee and refreshments will be served after the presentation. 
Parking may be limited, so please park at Adventure World 

 
 

Please Note: 

School Tour 
9:00am to 10:00am, Tuesday, 24th May. 

No bookings required. 
Enquiries – please call: 9417-3638 ; pws@pws.wa.edu.au  

mailto:pws@pws.wa.edu.au
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Courses/Workshops/Events cont… 

THE CHILD IN KINDERGARTEN  

Working with children from four to seven 
The Kindergarten Child will focus on the development, care and education of children 
from four to seven years. The course will provide a depth of understanding and a 
practical training for those working or wishing to work in Steiner based Kindergartens 
as a teacher or an assistant. It will be of interest to teachers working in any preschool, 
kindergarten or early childhood environment. 
 
When     Part time 2016 and 2017, Starts 23 July 2016 
                       8 Saturdays Term 3 in 2016 (9.30 - 2.00pm) 
                       8 Saturdays Terms 1, 2 & 4 in 2017 (9.30 - 2.00pm)  
   Starts 11 February 2017       
                       Plus one 5 Day Intensive July 2017 
Where            Perth Waldorf School, Gwilliam Dr, Bibra Lake 
Coordinator    Jenny Hill 
 
Qualification    A Certificate in Steiner Early Childhood Education with completion of 
all assignments and a practical placement in a Steiner Kindergarten. 
                           
To be awarded a full Certificate students will be required to complete units in Foundation Studies in Anthroposophy. 
They will also be required to undertake a 6 week practice period in a Steiner Kindergarten for which students must 
have a prior state Early Childhood Teaching qualification, or demonstrate their commitment to future employment. 
 
Please Note: The commencement date of this course will be subject to enrolment numbers. 
CONTACT    Jenny Hill jennyhill@iinet.net.au or 0432 735 744 

                                                                   
DIG IN THE MUD 
A five day intensive with early childhood expert Sandra Frain focussing on birth to three years 
 
Sandra Frain has run a highly successful Waldorf Education Family Day Care in the Eastern States. She leads Teacher - 
Parent educational workshops, both in Australia and Internationally. With a wealth of experience and passion for the 
very early years, family life, nature based play and biodynamic gardening Sandra will inspire us to take a walk 
through the child’s world, and come back with fresh insight. 
  
Sandra’s focus will be experiential and include 
  
The artistry and practicality of being in the Daycare Business 
Developing “the storyteller within” through “Neuro Dramatic Play” 
Exploring our personal story as it relates to being nurturing educators 
Creating every day ceremonies and Cultural Festivals 
Soul filled kitchen chemistry for healing our ailments 
Bringing a nature based programme 
  
As we work we will be sure to grind the grain and knead the bread, make cosy felt 
slippers and DIG IN THE MUD!! 
  
COORDINATOR Jenny Hill 
WHERE                Perth Waldorf School, Gwilliam Drive, Bibra Lake 
WHEN                  11 - 15 July 2016   10.00am - 4.00pm 
COST                   $625 
CONTACT            Jenny Hill jennyhill@iinet.net.au or 0432 735 744 
                                                                                               
For information on our intensives/courses/workshops & training programmes visit  
www.rudolfsteinercollege.com.au 

mailto:jennyhill@iinet.net.au?subject=RSC%20The%20Young%20Child
mailto:jennyhill@iinet.net.au?subject=RSC%20The%20Young%20Child
http://thewritingconnection.us5.list-manage.com/track/click?u=d06f8b69eb918940845f57bb5&id=7ccb73eaac&e=3c3d7267dd
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_________________________________________________________________________________ 

CLASSIFIEDS  
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
WANTED 

Seeking second hand budgie cage and a baby budgie(s) reared in a loving home. Please call Bronwyn on 
0424570314.   
 

FREE TO GOOD HOME 

Friendly roosters seeking loving home and their own hens (free). Please call Bronwyn on 0424570314.   

 

MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS DAY 
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Silver Tree Steiner School Calendar - Term 2, 2016 
Term 2 Monday Tuesday Wednesda

y 
Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Week 1 25th April 26th April 27th April 28th April 29th April 30th April 1st May 

 
 
 

Anzac Day 
Public 

Holiday 

1st Day back 
Koorrdjenan
gins Parent  

Evening 

 Faculty 
Meeting 

 
 

PAD Meet 
7.00-8.00pm 

  

Week 2 2nd May 3rd May 4th May 5th May 6th May 7th May 8th May 

 
 
 

Class 4 
Camp 

Class 4 
Camp 

AGM 7pm 

Class 4 
Camp 

Pathfinders 
Parent Meet 

6pm. 
Faculty Meet 

Class 4 
Camp 

   

Week 3 9th May 10th May 11th May 12th May 13th May 14th May 15th May 

 
 

  
 
 

School 
Photo 
Day 

Building Fire 
Evacuation 

Drill 

   

Week 4 16th May 17th May 18th May 19th May 20th May 21st May 22nd May 

 
 
 

Class 1 
Parent 
Night 

Class 3 
Parent Night 
6.00pm 
 
 
 

Koorrdjenan
gins Class 
Play Helen 

of Troy 
11.30am 

Koorrdjenan
gins Class 

Play 
Helen of 

Troy 
11.30am 

School Tour 
 

PAD Meet 
7.00- 

8.00pm 
Koorrdjenan
gins Class 

Play 
Helen of 

Troy 
6.00pm 

  

Week 5 23rd May 24th May 25th May 26th May 27th May 28th May 29th May 

 
 
 

UWA 
German 
Student 

Performance 

Kindy Parent 
Night 6.30 in 

Gumnut 

 Faculty 
Meeting 

   

Week 6 30th May 31st May 1st June 2nd June 3rd June 4th June 5th June 

 
 
 

Lightkeepers 
Parent 

Meeting 6pm 

   
 
 
 

Mid Term 
Break 

  

Week 7 6th June 7th June 8th June 9th June 10th June 11th June 12th June 

 
 
 

WA Day P/H 
Mid Term 

Break 

  All staff 
Meeting 

 

GEM’s 
Meeting 
2.00pm. 

  

Week 8 13th June 14th June 15th June 16th June 17th June 18th June 19th June 

 
 
 

 
 

 

  Faculty 
Meeting 

School Tour 
 

PAD Meet 
7.00pm – 
8.00pm 

  

Week 9 20th June 21st June 22nd June 23rd June 24th June 25th June 26th June 

 
 
 

   EC Winter 
Festival 

Primary 
Winter 
Festival 

  

Week 
10 

27th June 28th June 29th June 30th June 1st July   

    Faculty 
Meeting 

 
 

Last day of 
Term 2 

 
 
 

  

 

SCHOOL HOLIDAYS 
Mon 4th July – Fri 22nd July. 

Term 3 commences on 
Monday 25th July. 


